The Hub, Miriam Lord Primary School
Children at Miriam Lord Primary School, are now broadcasting live
from their brand new, state of the art, multi media recording studio
and radio station. The radio station and green screen facilities, are
believed to be the first of its kind in a Bradford primary school and
was funded by the school.
Demco had previously worked with the school on their continuous
improvement area and the library and this was an opportunity to
scope their design and furnishings even wider to create a bespoke,
new multi-media space based on the sketch up ideas of the deputy
head teacher.
Demco worked with the school team on the four areas of The Hub;
including the aptly named Silver Street green screen studios, a radio
station, a Wii area and animation zone which includes professional
audio, studio, software and transmission green screen film & TV space
with in-house camera equipment and lights.

The Hub is in the middle of the school and children from all years will
have the opportunity to use the equipment and be part of their very
own LIVE broadcasts. The area has captured the interest of schools
both locally and nationally and the school recently hosted a Building
Learning Power day where the areas created a lot of attention. (www.
buildinglearningpower.co.uk)
Bryan Harrison, Headteacher, said: “It has been inspirational working
with and everyone at Demco Interiors. Their vision and creativity
has made a significant impact on our learning environment and
the ethos of the school. Miriam Lord is quickly becoming viewed
as an innovative environment for learning, something I wouldn’t
have thought possible a few years ago. Looking forward to working
together in the future.”
Everything is LIVE and ON AIR at Miriam Lord Primary School.
See more images of The Hub at:
www.demcointeriors.co.uk/miriam-lord-school-the-hub
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